MEDIA RELEASE

At Home with amaysim, entertaining Aussies from a
socially responsible distance
amaysim’s new web series, streaming Wednesdays and Saturdays at 6pm, on
facebook.com/amaysim
19 May 2020 – Get excited Australia, every Wednesday and Saturday night for the
next four weeks amaysim is bringing the entertainment directly to you, from a socially
responsible distance of course! The new variety show, aptly named At Home with
amaysim will be streaming into living rooms, bedrooms, bathrooms and kitchens
around the nation from 6pm.
Isolation can be a trying time, but At Home with amaysim’s stellar line up has you
covered; featuring comedians, musicians, artists, chefs and fitness experts, as well
as a sexologist, astronomist, botanical stylist, yoga expert and a nail artist, to name a
few.
Each week hosts Donny Benét and the incredible Kymie will guide us through a
series of segments ensuring we emerge from isolation with a few new skills, while
providing much-needed comic relief and entertainment.
Throughout the series Chef James Eddy from Melbourne’s Good Gnocchi teaches
us how to make his delicious gnocchi; Retrosweat’s Shannon Dooley leads some
speedy home workouts; Sexologist Laura Miano provides much needed tips to
navigating time at home with, or without, your significant other; and Crummies
Sourdough School shows us how to nail the perfect loaf.
Other segments include flower arranging with XXFlos, a modern art lesson with
Esther Olsson, cooking classes with Rocco’s Bologna Discoteca and
performances from Aaron Goccs, Rainbow Chan, Merpire and much, much more.
At Home with amaysim aims to provide Aussies with useful entertainment that
caters to their diverse range of interests while in turn supporting the Australian arts
and hospitality industries, which have been hit the hardest during the Coronavirus
restrictions.
At Home with amaysim is available to stream from facebook.com/amaysim
Wednesdays and Saturdays at 6pm from 20 May.

This series was made in partnership with youth media company, VICE. For more
information on At Home with amaysim or to take advantage of amaysim’s sweet
mobile deals head over to amaysim.com.au
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About amaysim
amaysim exists to make the lives of its customers amazingly simple and is removing the
unnecessary hassle from everyday life by simplifying mobile and energy services. Australia's
fourth largest mobile service provider and a proven market disruptor, amaysim launched in
late 2010 and now has more than 1 million subscribers.
In 2020, amaysim is bringing the best of its ground-breaking approach to mobile into the
energy sector to help drive a fundamental shift in the industry towards simplicity,
transparency and flexibility. amaysim is a technology-driven company, and offers customers
smart tools, DIY account management and award-winning, online-first customer support. All
of amaysim's products also feature no lock-in contracts, transparent pricing, and are built to
deliver a great customer experience and convenience. For more info about amaysim visit
amaysim.com.au.

